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Billy (BILLY) is a new Solana-based token launched in June. Driven by its community, the price of
BILLY coin has been soaring, its market value once reached $115 million, drawing great market
attention.

Currently, Billy is the second-largest token launched on Pump.fun, only behind michi ($MICHI).
Then, what is Billy (BILLY) ? are Billy coins worth investing in? In this article, we will give a detailed
introduction to the Billy (BILLY) coin, analyzing its future price movement.
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What is Billy (BILLY)?

Billy (BILLY) is a new meme coin launched on the Solana platform Pump.fun, inspired by the
adorable dog Billy.

Billy is a beloved canine companion who has captured the hearts of many through his endearing
presence on the internet. Billy’s story began with his owner, who shared his photos and videos
online, showcasing the dog’s irresistible charm. His popularity quickly grew, and he became a
beloved internet celebrity. The BILLY coin aims to use its cute image to attract more people to join
the cryptocurrency space.

According to its website, “$BILLY is the cutest dog on Solana, on a mission to be worth billions of
dollars!”

BTCC does not support Billy token trading for the time being, but offers over 300 virtual
currency contracts with leverage up to 225. If you are interested in crypto trading, you can
click the button below to enter the trading page.
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Billy Coin Hits $117M Market Cap—Developer Sold All For $1K

Since its launch in early June, the dog-themed meme coin has quickly captured the attention of the
community.

The total supply of Billy is 1,000,000,000 BILLY. According to SolScan, the developer liquidated his
holdings within 20 minutes, netting $1,116.With this move, the developer kind of had his personal
Bitcoin pizza day. Community members took over the project after the developer’s exit, managing
social media and other platforms.

After the community took over Billy coin, the price of Billy coin soared, and its market cap soon
exceeded $100 million, making it the second-largest token launched on Pump.fun, just behind Michi.

Recently, Billy’s DEX Screener page was targeted by attackers who altered the banner photo to
feature another meme coin’s dog. The community swiftly reclaimed the page, restoring Billy to
prominence. This incident is part of a known DEX Screener exploit, allowing malicious actors to
perform a community takeover (CTO) of a project.
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Billy (BILLY) Analysis

When Billy coin was launched, the price was only $0.062, however, with the continuous efforts of the
community, the price of this meme coin quickly rose, reaching an all-time high of $0.1501 on July 5,
with a market value of more than $130 million.

As of writing the article on July 5, Billy (BILLY) is traded at $0.1222, witnessing a hefty 24-hour
trading volume of $42,587,550. Billy (BILLY) saw a 24-hour change of -1.7%, with minor fluctuations
of -1.1% in the past hour. Notably, it rose 218.6% over the past week.

The following sets forth the BILLY to USD Chart.

Billy Chart

For more information about Billy (BILLY), please visit BTCC Billy (BILLY) quote page.
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Billy (BILLY) Price Prediction

Now that we know what Billy Meme coin is and its past price movements, we’ll take a look at what
analysts are saying about the cryptocurrency’s future price.

According to Bitscreener’s forecast for the Billy Token in 2024, the highest price of the token is
expected to be $0.0001199, and the potential lowest price in the same year is about $0.000000022.
By 2030, Billy coin is predicted to fluctuate between $0.000004676 and $0.0007200.

Coincodex analysts predicted that by 2025, BILLY is expected to fluctuate between a maximum price
level of $0.633755 and a potential lowest price level of $0.134649. However, the analyst
predicted that with the volatility of the cryptocurrency market, BILLY is projected to be traded
within a range of $0.112423 to $0.356331.

Finally, the forecast results of the Beincrypto website are more cautious. The analyst pointed out
that the average price of Billy coin in 2024 is estimated to be $0.148938, and its maximum price and
minimum price is predicted to be $0.171279 and $0.144470, respectively.

However, the future value of Billy (BILLY) is uncertain and speculative, and factors such as project
updates, advances in blockchain technology and market conditions have contributed to its growth
potential. Therefore, investors should do enough study and combine current market conditions
before making investment decisions regarding BILLY .
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How to Buy the BILLY Token?

At present, crypto exchanges such as Bitget and CoinEx have listed BILLY. If you are interested, you
can make a purchase s on these exchanges that offer BILLY trading pair after completing
registration, KYC authentication and deposit steps.

Unfortunately, BTCC does not currently support BILLY trading, but offers a variety of
popular meme coin trading pairs, including PEPE, DOGE, SHIB, WIF, etc. If you are
interested in these meme coins, you can make a purchase on BTCC with the highest
security level and the most competitive fee.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up For BTCC
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